
The Velocyt is a revolutionary acoustic-focused, 
parallel flow cytometer capable of high throughput 

analysis of a wide range of cellular structures. 

Introducing the Velocyt®

by BennuBio.

THIS CHANGES

EVERYTHING



The Velocyt®

A novel, multi-stream cytometer for high throughput analysis of a wide range of particles 
and cellular structures. Flow cytometry is the gold standard for many applications. The 
Velocyt utilizes core principles of traditional flow, while expanding the capabilities of 
analysis. This enables researchers to broaden their flow cytometry applications to 
include large particles, non-lysed whole blood, and fragile particles analysis.

ADVANCING MULTIPLE DISCIPLINES

Drug Discovery 

Cell Therapeutics

Regenerative Medicine 

Industrial and Environmental Monitoring

IMAGINE
THE POSSIBILITIES
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A WIDE VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS
In innovative solution capable of measuring: 

• Large Particle Analysis
• Fragile Objects
• Rare Events
• Challenging Samples

Large Particles
• Spheroids
• Organoids
• IPSC Clusters
• Algal Colonies

Fragile Objects
• Diffuse 3D Cell Models
• Cardiomyocytes
• Adipocytes

Whole Blood
•

Rare Cells
• Engineered cells such as CAR-T and
rare T-cell subsets such as Tscm

High Analytical Rate
up to 200,000 events / sec

High Sample Volume
samples rates up to 10 mL / min

Extremely Gentle Processing
samples remain viable after processing

Total Sample Recovery
samples returned undiluted, unaltered

Images in all optical channels 
analyze data in context

Analyze a wide range of particle sizes 
from single cells to intact 3D structures 

SAMPLE TYPES

velocyt LP velocyt RC

IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES

Velocyt® Key Features:
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Acoustic Focusing
Our powerful, yet simple technology deploys 
multiple, parallel focused streams created by 
multi-node acoustic focusing. That means there 
is no longer a compromise of data quality 
when higher analytical rates are desired.

Enables precision
alignment and
rapid analysis 

Increased events
per second 

No sheath fluid

Lower coincidence rates

TOTAL ACOUSTIC FOCUSING 
THE REVOLUTIONARY DIFFERENCE 

Sample
Flow

Laser
Line

Acoustic Standing Waves

10 Parallel Streams

1.5 mm

EXPANDING
ANALYTICAL CAPABILITIES
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Simplified Fluidics 
Acoustic focusing eliminates sheath fluid, 
enabling complete recovery of unaltered 
sample. Our tests show 99% recovery and 
98% viability of cells after five cycles through 
the system, which means precious samples are 
viable after analysis and remain unperturbed 
for further, downstream analysis.

Sample
Inlet

Sample
Outlet

No
Sheath

Fluid

Gentle
Acoustic
Focusing
into Streams

No Dillution
of the Sample

2

4

5

1

3

Samples returned,
unaltered

99% sample
recovery rate 

High Speed
sCMOS  Camera

Sample
Inlet

Filters & Mirrors

Advanced Optics 
A high-power, line focused laser illuminates across all streams 
which reduces background noise while maintaining sufficient 
power to resolve dim particles. A blazing fast sCMOS camera 
images the sample interrogation region to record scatter and 
fluorescence signals from each focused stream simultaneously, 
as well as actual images of each particle analyzed.

Line
Focusing
Lasers
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Signal Extraction & Visualization 
Advanced data analytics allow users to organize 
and manage large sets of data efficiently. Novel 
analytical tools provide morphological information 
not found on traditional flow cytometer software 
packages. With a single click, data is ready for 
analysis in FCS Express.™

User friendly, 
powerful software

Customize, set up, 
and run experiments

All made possible with Kytos software. 
Kytos is a full suite of data analytics tools, 
allowing the user to analyze large data 
sets rapidly and confidently. This means 
actionable results, faster. 

Instrument Operation & Experimental Setup
Intuitive and easy to use software for simple 
experimental and data acquisition setup. User 
friendly interface for instrument startup, calibration, 
QC, and automated instrument maintenance.

Automated, one click 
access to FCS Express 
software 

Provides 
Morphological Data

Export data in
ICE File Formats

View your data
in context with
cellular images

TRANSFORMING DATA TO  KNOWELDGE
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SPATIAL IMAGE MAPPING
IN ALL OPTICAL CHANNELS

TRANSFORMING DATA TO  KNOWELDGE

Morphology Imaging

Untreated

0.5 mM

4.5 mM

40.5 mM

Combining the imaging 
of microscopy with the
speed of flow cytometry 

Images
generated for
all channels†

7† check with your local representative on availability

Spatial Image Mapping 

Increase biological insight with event imaging tools not found with traditional cytometers. Kytos’ 
imaging analysis toolbox dramatically broadens research applications to include rapid and large-scale 
measurements of drug and biologic uptake and cell penetrance into 3D particles. One-click access to 
FCS Express Image Cytometry,̂  allows a seamless transition from data acquisition to answers.



TRUE RAPID, LARGE PARTICLE ANALYSIS
BY FLOW CYTOMETRY

The patented technology of the Velocyt LP enables first of its kind, high speed 
analysis of large particles, including intact spheroids, up to 300 µm in diameter.  

HCT116 spheroid staurosporine study.
A. The novel sizing parameters allows easy separation and gating of spheroids, and independent
analysis of single cells and large particles, which is critical for immune cell killing applications.
B. To analyze apoptosis after staurosporine treatment, spheroids were stained using an optimized
protocol with NucView 488 caspase substrate. Nearly all staurosporine treated spheroids
contained caspase positive cells with a ~15-fold increase in median fluorescent intensity compared
to control cells.

velocyt LP

up to

 300µm
in diameter

High speed analysis

of large particles
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velocyt LP
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SIMPLIFIED WORKFLOWS 
LARGE PARTICLE ANALYSIS

Measuring intact 3D multi-cellular models means simplified workflows – no more 
dissociation or  altering the micro-environment.  The Velocyt provides accurate, 
statistically relevant insights with high throughput and gentleness. 

FCS File
Formats

Image
Mapping

Morphological Data

Data Analysis

Increased Biological Insight 

Generate traditional flow cytometry data, imaging and morphological data from the same sample.

Workflow example of Spheroid Analysis on the Velocyt®

Spheroid Initiation
& Immune Cell

Activation

Spheroid/Cell
Staining Velocyt® Analysis
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velocyt RC
SIMPLIFIED WORKFLOWS
WHOLE BLOOD

Traditional workflow for whole blood analysis on most flow cytometers requires 
multiple, laborious steps.

With the Velocyt, simply stain, dilute and analyze your samples.
Because samples are returned to the user, precious samples can be collected 
and used for additional, downstream tests.

Collect
Sample Lyse Wash

Steps
Count Cells

& Adjust
Concentration

Cell
Surface
Staining

Wash
Steps

Resuspend
Cells & Acquire

Cell Data
On Cytometer

Endpoint
Assay

Traditional Whole Blood Workflow

Velocyt® Whole Blood Workflow

COLLECT
Sample

STAIN
Cell Surface

SAMPLE RETURNED
 Collect Cells for
Confirmatory

Molecular Tests

STAIN. DILUTE. ANALYZE.
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ANALYZE
Dilute Sample to Concentration & 
Acquire Cell Data On The Velocyt



Whole blood was stained for 20 minutes with antibodies targeting CD45 and CD3.  CD45, which 
binds to all leukocytes, was used as the event trigger.  To acquire data, whole blood was diluted 
1:500 and ran at 5 mL/min. The blue histogram shows the CD45 cells that were identified.  The 
green histogram shows the percentage of CD45 cells that also express the pan T-cell marker CD3.

50%

Time Savings
versus traditional workflow by 

eliminating lyse, wash, and 
centrifugation steps 

Promotes

Correct & 
Accurate Biology

by reducing loss of cells 
associated with simplified 

workflow

Fast
Results

5 mL / min flow rate

Whole Blood Triggered on CD45 T-Cells in Whole Blood
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HIGH VOLUMETRIC SAMPLING
FASTEST FLOW RATES 

6-Peak Beads

AQUISITION
1mL/min

6-Peak Beads

AQUISITION
5mL/min

6-Peak Beads

AQUISITION
10mL/min

Fluorescent signal resolution at different acquisition speeds.

The technology and 
design of the Velocyt 
system allow for the 

fastest flow rates 
available. 

Process samples at 
up to 10 mL / min – 

up to

10x
faster
than other
systems
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Optics:
• Laser: 488 nm: 1 W (20mW to 1W) / 405 nm: 500 mW*
• Scatter = 460 / 60 nm
• BL1 = 525 / 30 nm
• BL2 = 590 / 36 nm
• BL3 = 675 / 70 nm
• Detector: sCMOS camera

Performance:
• FITC: <70 molecules of equivalent soluble fluorochrome (MESF-FITC)
• PE: <40 molecules of equivalent soluble fluorochrome (MESF-PE)
• PE-Cy5: <65 molecules of equivalent soluble fluorochrome (MESF-PE-Cy5)

Fluidics:
• Flow cell: multiple flow cells optimized for both large and small particles.
• Flow rates are adjustable in software anywhere from 1mL/min to 10mL/min.
• Flow rates adjustable for different applications:

Low: 1 mL/min
Med: 5 mL/min 
High: 10mL/min

^ for a detailed list of specifications, please refer to the complete specification list
*Coming soon

www.BennuBio.com
6610 Gulton Ct NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
(505) 246-6901
info@bennubio.com

KEY SPECIFICATIONS^ 

BennuBio Inc. has greatly expanded the power of flow 
cytometry by developing instruments that can use the 
flow cytometry paradigm to analyze samples regardless 
of particle size or sample volume. These instruments 
simplify workflows to save time and money. Our gentle 
approach retains sample viability and morphology while 
analyzing at considerably faster rates. Thereby, 
improving diagnostics, decreasing time to markets and 
accelerating fundamental health science research.




